
Show Number Title Episode Description
WEEK # Week of:

1 27-Dec OA-CTS-LC0501 Life of Travis....and beyond 

We celebrate the great times we had with the late Capt. Travis Holeman, then look to 

the future with a renewed passion for adventure and feature highlights from the 

upcoming season. 

2 3-Jan OA-CTS-LC0502 Uconventional Tarpon

Fly-fishing master Meredith McCord joins Capt. Justin Leake and uses unfamiliar tackle 

to chase tarpon along the beach. Can the veteran fly angler land a silver king on 

conventional gear? The answer is spectacular! 

3 10-Jan OA-CTS-LC0503 Fish on Smack
Capt. Justin Leake takes redfish tournament pro Fred Meyers out of his comfort zone to 

talk trash and chase tarpon just a few hundred yards off a lively Panama City Beach. 

4 17-Jan OA-CTS-LC0504 Chasin' a World Record - Part 1

Capt. Justin Leake and champion angler Meredith McCord explore public waypoints and 

attempt to land a world record amberjack on light line. Panama City Beach’s backyard is 

the site of an epic battle in the first of two amazing episodes. 

5 24-Jan OA-CTS-LC0505 Chasin' a World Record - Part 2

Renowned angler Meredith McCord and Capt. Justin Leake continue their quest for a 

line class world record. When struggles begin the moment they leave the dock, grit and 

lady luck ensure an epic day ends in grand style. 

6 31-Jan OA-CTS-LC0506 Head Boat Bonanza

When Capt. Justin Leake attempts to blend in with the crowd aboard a local head boat, 

he finds friends, talented deckhands and a heck of a good time. Then we learn how 

industrial trash is being used to create artificial reef treasures. 
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Show Number Title Episode Description
WEEK # Week of:

Program Numbers and Descriptions - CHASING THE SUN

7 7-Feb OA-CTS-LC0401 TARPON ON FIRE
In the season five premiere of “Chasin’ The Sun,” Capt. Justin Leake gives Kevin Lolley 

– a full-time fireman and part-time professional fishing guide – his first shot at hooking 

an acrobatic silver king during the annual summer migration along Florida ’s coast.

8 14-Feb OA-CTS-LC0402 PUZZLE PLANS

Fishing in less than ideal conditions can be a lot like working on a jigsaw puzzle, with no 

clear starting point and lots of disconnected pieces. That’s the challenge facing Capt. 

Justin Leake and Capt. Ed Zyak when Mother Nature decides to make a mess of their 

angling plans.

9 21-Feb OA-CTS-LC0403 BEACH RED TARPON

When the Gulf of Mexico off Panama City Beach is crystal clear, there’s often red and 

silver mixed with the emerald green palette. In this week’s episode of “Chasin’ The 

Sun,” Capt. Justin Leake and lifelong friend Ricky McNaron plan a day targeting redfish 

but shift their focus to early season tarpon when “silver kings” suddenly appear.

10 28-Feb OA-CTS-LC0404 ELECTRIC OFFSHORE

There’s electricity in the air and a surprise down deep as Chasin’ The Sun goes offshore 

on a high-speed, fast-reeling adventure. Capt. Justin Leake hops on board with Capt. 

Harris Scruggs of Team Aquatic Charters for a look at how fast boats and state of the 

art equipment are transforming the offshore charter fishing industry.

11 7-Mar OA-CTS-LC0405 ONE BOAT, MANY FISH
Cutting-edge technology is transforming practically every aspect of our daily lives and, 

for the modern angler, it’s providing unprecedented opportunities to guarantee a 

productive day on the water

12 14-Mar OA-CTS-LC0406 A FISH NOT FARR
When country music star Tyler Farr ventures down to Panama City Beach during a rare 

break from touring, he hooks up with Capt. Justin Leake and fills the cooler with a Gulf 

Coast delicacy.

13 21-Mar OA-CTS-LC0501-R Life of Travis....and beyond 

We celebrate the great times we had with the late Capt. Travis Holeman, then look to 

the future with a renewed passion for adventure and feature highlights from the 

upcoming season. 


